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Mr. Van Der Puy:
CSI Accreditation: Actively Measuring Our Mission
Superintendent Pete Van Der Puy

The accreditation journey is fully underway at Central Minnesota Christian School. Four teams of administration,
teachers, and parents are meeting regularly to determine how our school is performing and meeting criteria that
Christian Schools International (CSI) has identified as hallmarks of a successful Christian school. In this article, I
will share the work being done by our four strand groups. 
Strand One is measuring leadership in terms of the Board, administration, and teachers. According to CSI, the

Christian school enables and equips all of its students to love God, to serve, and to care for God’s creation. It is a
place where students are nurtured. As an indispensable partner with the home and church, The Christian school
leads children to live according to biblical wisdom. In order to measure this we are looking at results from our
surveys and looking at the organizational documents, procedures, and structures that are in place to support this
activity. According to the Spring Parent Survey, 94% of our parents believe that our school’s vision is Christ-centered
and clearly communicated.
Strand Two is examining our curriculum to see that it is written, cohesive, and serves as a basis for instruction

and learning for our students. In the survey, 83% of parents believe that we have a high quality curriculum. That
number shows that we have some work to do in this area, according to parents.
Strand Three is assessing how school leadership creates and sustains a climate for students to learn and develop

their faith. Over 95% of parents feel that CMCS engages its students in their learning.
Strand Four will measure how CMCS personalizes the nurture and care it provides for our students, understanding

that every child is a unique image bearer of God. 89% of parents indicate that even when their children falter,
teachers demonstrate care and show a balance of grace and truth in their
interactions.
Findings from the strand teams will be presented to the School Improvement

Team who will then build our School Improvement Plan, noting areas where we
are shining brightly and where we need to continue to improve. As we move
through this process, we want to keep everyone engaged. Our School
Improvement Plan will be shared at the Annual Meeting in April and also made
available on our website.
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ˈbē·mə // n. (gk) step, raised place. platform for public speaking. 

the seat of the judge.

Joe Mayers will present a powerful drama bringing Truth to life
in a way that leaves his audience deeply impacted and

spiritually transformed. You need to see - and, prepare for - the BEMA!
www.theBEMAlive.com
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In second grade, our focus is seeing God’s amazing creation and selflessly serving others. The Storyline I
implemented for my classroom is, “Only With the Lord’s Strength.” (OWLS) My deep hope is for my students to see
God’s glory and actively serve Him through our words and actions while recognizing everything is possible “Only With
the Lord’s Strength.”
We implement Throughlines from

teaching for Transformation into our daily
curriculum. All things belong to God. God’s
fingerprints are on all things - language
arts, math, science, etc. Sharing about who
God is, is not only emphasized during Bible
but throughout everything we learn each
day. At least one Throughline, if not
several, hold each unit together like a
thematic velcro. An example of my students
actively involved in being creation enjoyers
was by going on a nature walk in the fall
and noticing God’s beautiful and complex
world and writing about it with as much
detail as they can. The students are
reminded of the beauty of God’s world in
everything (we) they learn. They are
continuously reminded of how amazing
God is. I encourage my students to be mindful of the world around them and to thank God everyday for their many
blessings. Picking up trash as a class and recycling are ways my students practice being Earth Keepers, Creation
Enjoyers, Community Builders, and Servant Workers.
We are currently working on a STEM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Mathematics) project. The students are

creating their own musical instrument by using only recycled or already owned material; they are not to go out and
purchase anything new. The kids are being Earth Keepers by reusing and recycling materials; Beauty Creators,
everything we make, draw, color. We are creating something beautiful out of God’s creation. This project involves
Order Discoverer by learning there is an order in God’s world and Creation Enjoyer by appreciating what God has

given us and all the different ways we can use things.
Our class also started a formational learning experience

by having a classroom service project and raising money
for the Shriners Children’s Hospital. The students are so
excited to learn about the hospital and discuss as a class
how we would use the money to buy the patients at the
hospital toys and other items they would appreciate. The
students will also include hand written cards and pictures
including Bible verses and inspirational messages to go
along with the care packages. We have daily discussions
on what it is to be Community Builders, God-Worshippers,
Servant Workers, and Image Reflectors by giving selflessly
and wanting to help others instead of ourselves. Along with
the above service project, we actively practice random acts
of kindness to others. By learning about the Throughlines
in the classroom, my students are challenged to see
themselves as reflecting God’s image. They are learning
to be Community Builders and Image Reflectors through
engagement, experiences, words, actions, working through
conflict with others, and participating in acts of kindness. It
is wonderful to see my second graders grow in their love
of the Lord and their love for others. I am truly Blessed in
Second!
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The CMCS teaching staff has now
engaged in six training days in the
Teaching for Transformation program.
While we’re still in the early stages of
applying and practicing TfT, some
great things are happening. Teachers
have been carrying out the Core
Practice of shaping their instruction
around a Deep Hope and a Storyline
for their classroom. In the high school,
Mrs. Bulthuis’ Storyline is “At the Heart
of the Image.” The second core
practice is using Throughlines – 10
habits of discipleship that we hope to
instill in our students. Miss Joustra’s 
3rd grade class created posters
centered around each Throughline.
Mr. Vander Pol’s fifth graders did
something similar, showing how some
native American tribes (even before
knowing Christ) exhibited some of the
Throughlines – Earth Keeper, for
example, because God created them
in His image, and the image is still
there, despite the fall. The third Core
Practice is Formational Learning
Experiences (FLEx) – Real Work
involving Real Work with and for Real
People, built around Storylines and
Throughlines. Mrs. Bonnema’s 2nd
grade class has cleaned up litter on
the school grounds as Earth Keepers.
Mrs. Van Otterloo’s 4K class made

“Thank You” cards
for our cooks and
then Christmas
decorations for our
bus drivers, cooks,
custodians and the
elementary secretaries. A really big
FLEx activity is coming this spring for
the 6th grade class. The 5th and 6th
graders will participate in their biannual
Science Camp at Prairie Woods. Mr.
Wassenaar’s 6th grade storyline this
year is ‘Wonderstruck.” 
Mr. Wassenaar and Mrs. Daugherty

have ambitious plans to apply this
Storyline, all ten Throughlines and
then lots of FLEx activities – reducing
use of resources, recycling, and
reusing resources, for example, as
part of being Earth Keepers, Servant
Workers, and Community Builders.
They will have communal worship as
God Worshippers, they will talk about
taking Earth Keeping too far, to the
point of Idolatry – as Idolatry
Recognizers. Again, they have
ambitious plans for more
Throughlines. We ask that you keep
praying for and supporting our
teachers and students as we work to
transform all education for CMCS to be
God-serving and God-glorifying.
Thanks!

CMCS Practices TfT!
Mr. Larry Van Otterloo – Elementary Principal

Teaching for Transformation-“Seeing and Serving in Second”
Sheila Slagter - 2nd grade teacher

This is from the 4th-grade section and how they 
can be Earth Keepers.

These are throughlines from the 5th graders, 
Wesley, Drew, Sawyer, and Ryan.

These pictures are from the 3rd-grade classes on how they can be Earth Keepers and Creation Enjoyers.



CMCS Alum MITCH DUININCK - 
‘81 named college of arts and sciences alumnus of the year

“When we lived in Afghanistan, people told me, ‘there’s
one thing about the people who follow Jesus. They’re not
afraid. We don’t understand why they’re not afraid,’” recalls
Tulsa-based physician and 2017 Alumnus of the Year for the
College of Arts & Sciences Mitch Duininck ’81. He pauses
before adding, almost nonchalantly, “But when our fear is
dealt with, we’re free to go and do.” It’s clear that living
fearlessly is at the core of how Duininck approaches life. He
and his wife Leah have six kids—Emily ’10, Andrew ’11,
Hanna, Samuel, Levi ’21, and Cora—and sent five of them
across the country for college. They now have three
grandkids, who bring a whole new
set of joys and adjustments. Mitch
finds time to manage a load of
patients while directing a medical
residency training program and two
non-profits—with Leah walking
alongside him every step of the
way. Though he has a stunning
professional track record and
credentials to spare, he lives a full
life, built solidly on prayer and God’s
provision.
Duininck remembers wanting to

study medicine even as a kid,
inspired in part by the special role
his family’s physician played in their
life—and how his mom would drive
many extra miles from their small
town of Prinsburg, Minnesota, to see the doctor she trusted.
He realized then that medicine had a unique way of meeting
needs and opening doors.  “If you’re not healthy, what else
do you have? The richest person—without their health—has
no opportunity. Jesus was here doing ministry for three
years, and spent a significant amount of his time dealing with
people’s physical needs,” Duininck says. “Whether it’s in the
mountains of Nepal or the poor areas of Tulsa, people need
the same things. When they feel like they’re cared for—like
someone feels their pain, sees their hurt—and that there’s a
loving God that wants to heal them. Wow. Medicine is this
incredible opportunity and privilege, if we’ll take it.”
With that calling in his mind, Duininck moved across the

state to Bethel, studying chemistry and playing baseball.
Then he sought out continuing Christian medical education,
landing in Oklahoma for medical school and a holistic, Christ-
centered family medicine residency program at Oral Roberts
University (ORU). Now as executive director of In His
Image—a fully-accredited residency program built on that
vision from ORU—Duininck pours into 35 up-and-coming
physicians, all committed Christ-followers who want to
impact the world and God’s kingdom through holistic medical
care. The Good Samaritan Health Services (GSHS) arm of
the organization sends mobile medical units—each equipped
with exam rooms, a pharmacy, and lab—to partner with local
churches and meet the needs of medically underserved
populations in the greater Tulsa area. And the In His Image
International (IHII) branch offers international health rotations

for residents—partnering with and equipping medical
professionals around the world through ongoing training
programs—and sends many graduates into full-time careers
in medical missions.
Duininck and his family members have served on

countless IHII short-term disaster relief trips and on longer-
term assignments overseas. He and Leah took off on a
two-month stint in Kenya just months after they were
married. The whole family moved to Ghana from 1999–2001,
and Mitch and Leah served with their two youngest children
in Afghanistan for a year. Duinincks and IHII team members

were in Pakistan after 100,000 people
were killed in an earthquake and
Indonesia after a tsunami. They’ve been
to Nepal, Haiti, Burma, Zaire, and
countless other locations. At the heart of
it all is, put simply, a desire to be the
hands and feet of Christ in some of the
most war-torn and devastated areas of the
world.
“Mitch is one of our heroes at Bethel. He’s
the type of person we want our graduates
to emulate. I love his leadership of In His
Image and I am awed by the way Mitch
and Leah live as adventurous followers of
Jesus,” says President Jay Barnes. “He is
bold and unflinching in his willingness to
use his medical expertise to help hurting
people in some of the most challenging

places in the world.”
Duininck—in his subtle, soft-spoken way—shrugs off the

attention and attributes many of his successes to others’
flexibility and willingness to give financially, take on extra
shifts, or pray. He has the training, resources, and support
network that make his mission work as easy as it could be.
“[Opportunities] come up, we pray and ask ‘God, is this it?’
and He responds, and we go,” he says.
He recalls his prayer before the trip to Burma, just after he
lost his youngest brother to ALS. It wasn’t good timing, and
it wasn’t convenient. Duininck recalls telling God, “I’m not a
thrill-seeker. I’d be fine to stay home! I’m not ready for this
one. But if you’re saying go, then I’m your guy.” God always
makes the path clear to Duininck. Before a recent trip to
northern Iraq to serve Syrian refugees, a song from Sunday
school years before began going through his mind, the lyrics
clear: I’ll go where you want me to go, dear Lord…I’ll be what
you want me to be . “I had this overwhelming sense of
peace,” he says. Both times, he assembled teams and they
were gone within days.
“I want my life to inspire people to follow Jesus and to be

fearless, to be bold and courageous, and to believe that God
could use them. If He can use me—coming from a little town
in the middle of nowhere—He can use anybody,” Duininck
says. “Looking back, I’m so glad we’ve had these
opportunities to do things and see things I never imagined I
could—and to be used by God in this ministry of
reconciliation to people that desperately need Him.”

RETREAT
On Friday, September 8 the majority of the CMCS High School student body, (along with a few students from

neighboring schools), finished their school day and immediately headed for the Lake Geneva Bible Camp in
Alexandria, MN. The students were also accompanied by approximately 15 adult leaders/chaperones from the CMCS
community.
The students were greeted by a worship band from Dordt College (Iowa), who led them in worship throughout the
weekend. The students were appreciative and blessed by the worship!
Greg Speck was the speaker for the weekend. Greg lives in Chicago and has dedicated his life ministry to

teaching/speaking to young people via school assemblies and/or
“retreat like” settings. The message of the weekend focused on
relationships and how we treat one another. There was an
emphasis on men being kind, courteous, respectful and
chivalrous towards women; and for women to be respectful and
kind towards men.
Speck focused on dating relationships and appreciation for the
differences in the opposite sex from a Godly perspective. All this
was presented with delightful humor that kept everyone smiling,
laughing, and eager for each new session. On Saturday
evening, Speck asked for a heart response from everyone and
commitment to serve, bless, and treat one another in a manner
that they themselves would like to be treated. Many responded

by expressing words of gratitude, affirmation, forgiveness, and reconciliation to one another. It was a very rich, healing
time, followed by spirit filled worship that lingered for quite some time.
Throughout the weekend many counselors shared devotions and/or testimonies to the group and a very unique

“retreat like bonding took place” that is difficult to describe unless you are there.
A special thanks goes out to the many parents who prayed and financially gave to the retreat; to the

counselors/leaders (all volunteers); and to Perry and Marge Breems who put the organization muscle and heart into
the retreat weekend making it all possible.

Harvest Festival

Will Schneiderman enjoying getting his
face painted at the Kids Carnival.

MacKenzie Ruplinger, Olivia Ziehl and
Alyssa Schwitters enjoying time with

friends after the Kids Carnival.

Alan Henslin getting the Live Auction
going!  We are so thankful for their

years of service at the Harvest Festival!

~ $70,531.74 was raised! ~



Greetings from the Development
office at school! It has been a
whirlwind since November 6 which
was my first official day at school.
These first few weeks have been a
catch-up game with projects that
needed immediate attention. Even

though this office has been empty for a few months, many
people have stepped up and made sure the development
of CMCS continued. To all of those who helped and took
on extra responsibilities, I am so grateful!
One testament that is so evident is how God has guided

not only this office but our school over the years. So much
groundwork laid by previous development directors, the
board, staff, and community are still at work today. We
have so many talented people in the past who have
tirelessly worked on behalf of the fundraising and
marketing efforts at CMCS. It has been fun to have a front
row seat to see how God continues to bring financial gain,
families, volunteers, and blessings to this school.

I am so excited to start this new adventure at school.
Over the last few years, it has been my privilege to serve
on different committees which gave me insight and
knowledge on how the school functions. I believe that
having this unique experience along with my sales and
marketing background will help me continue the essential
work for the development of the school.  I have developed
such a deep love for this school over the years through
being involved in committees as a volunteer, being a
parent and seeing a community support students not only
financially but through their overwhelming presence at
games, concerts & events. I pray that I can continue the
great work that has already been founded over the years
through meeting the fundraising goals and developing
ways to connect new families to school.  Please let me
know if you have any ideas or connections that would
help further the school's marketing or fundraising efforts.
Thank you for allowing me to serve CMCS for the next 9
months!

Michelle Schwitters  
Development

Themes in history are often repeated – either to the demise or growth of the cultures and societies they represent.
For numerous decades, the greater school family at CMCS has exhibited a recurring theme of being dedicated, or
“all in” and centered around Christian education. Yet what efficacy would exist for an isolated individual to be all in,
yet alone, for a cause? None. And therein lies another theme – “together” or unified, as more than one focused on
an outcome. Granted – the “all” at an individual level might be very different, yet together we collectively contribute
through the resources of prayer, finances, leadership, and volunteerism to that which God leads us to “for such a
time as this” (Esther 4:14). If we’re going to be “All In Together” – it’s for His glory alone and the collective benefit of
generations to come. What an awesome privilege to be reminded of as we move through the journey ahead!

STAFF REVIEW DESIGN
On December 13, staff reviewed the proposed design with an architect from the firm of Widseth Smith and Nolting
and representatives from the general contractor, Marcus Construction. While the overall design is fluid and will
undoubtedly change, staff can best assess the current and anticipated needs. The members of the CMCS Design
Team were also present to field questions and concerns. Superintendent Pete Van Der Puy, a design team member,
shared: “I think the consensus was excitement. The comments tended to get a little more on the detail side of things,
but a there’s a high overview of points discussed…”
• Exit points and student traffic flow
• Restroom facilities – sinks outside of the space in visible areas
• Playground considerations – location and wind break
• Ensuring privacy for District 815 educational support services
• Providing middle school with an area for gathering

Pending the meeting of required fundraising thresholds, the completion of the design process, and successful bid
outcomes – construction could tentatively begin early summer.

PRAYER REQUESTS:
• Design Team – fine tuning the design plan  
• May the Lord provide for our community's needs and move our school supporters toward continued generosity 
and support for our school
• Continuation of health and safety for staff and students
• Gifts team and volunteers who are working towards fundraising goals

PRAISE GOD FOR:
• Tremendous spirit of unity so evident at the recent society meeting
• God’s love and providence for our school for 100+ years
• Relative strength of the local economy and excellent crop prices
• Students, parents, grandparents, and school supporters
• Board and committee members who give of their time and energy
• A great recent visit from the MNSAA accreditation team

If you have additional prayer/praise items – please contact: larryvo@cmcschool.org

D.C. Trip 
In November, CMCS once again offered an opportunity for the seniors to visit Washington D.C. Paired with their

Government course, students visited many of our nation's federal buildings and historic sites. The group consisted
of all 16 seniors with three accompanying teacher
chaperones. Some of the sites visited included the U.S.
Capitol building, Supreme Court, White House, Ford's
Theatre, Library of Congress, National Archives,
Smithsonian Museums, Monuments and Memorials,
Holocaust Museum, Pentagon, and Arlington National
Cemetery. A few highlights for the students included
viewing a performance of “A Christmas Carol” at Ford's
Theatre, eating in Old Town Alexandria, and visiting the
newly-opened Museum of the Bible. The Museum of the
Bible was a late addition to the trip as the group had a few
extra hours before their flight back to Minnesota on
Monday. It ended up being one of the highlights of the trip
for many students, with some extraordinary exhibits

including a near-360 degree film on the New Testament, a 1st-century Judea walk-through, and an Old Testament
multimedia experience that rivals many Walt Disney World attractions.
Through the trip, students gained a better appreciation for American history and a deeper understanding of U.S.

government.

Central Minnesota Christian School
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

All IN ogether

Campaign Theme Verse: “May He equip [us] with everything good for doing His
will, and may He work in us what is pleasing to Him, through Jesus Christ, to

whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.” (Hebrews 13:21)

A capital  campaign publication of CENTRAL MINNESOTA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL  Volume 1 • January 2018



FALL SPORTS 
The 2017 cross country roster consisted of 13 athletes, composed of

4 Jr. high girls, 3 Jr. high boys, 1 JV girl, 1 Varsity girl, and 4 Varsity
boys. It takes a team of 5 runners to score as a team in cross country,
so each team was shy of the full amount needed this year. However,
they each competed and placed individually and enjoyed being together
as a team, training together, encouraging and challenging each other,
and having fun together. Once a week the team traveled to practice at
Robbins Island in order to do hill training, but otherwise they could be

seen running all around Prinsburg or running reps around the "horseshoe".
They experienced a full range of weather conditions at competitions. They sat through a rain and hail delay at their

first meet on August 25 in Canby, ran in extreme 90 degree heat and high humidity at the New London-Spicer meet
on September 14, and ended the season in the Section 3A meet at Madison on October 26 with 34 mph winds
combined with temps feeling like 23 degrees! The best all-around meet for everyone was at Granite Falls on a
beautiful 74 degree, calm day where several personal records and seasonal bests were attained.
Jesse Daugherty captured the fastest 5K (3.1 miles) time for the varsity boys team with a time of 18:39 at the

Granite Falls meet. For varsity girls, Reegan Duininck ran her season best 5K at the Section meet with a time of
21:33, coming in at a very respectable 14th place out of 135. Reegan also made the All-Conference by placing 9th
at the Conference Meet.
Coach Becky Graves, in her 3rd year of coaching, thoroughly enjoyed working with these athletes through all the

challenges and successes of the season.

SOCCER 
The CMCS soccer program was able to field both JV and Varsity

squads this year, allowing for more minutes for more players. Both
teams saw a good measure of success. The JV team won 7 of its 10
matches, with notable wins over St. John's Prep and Southwest
Minnesota Christian.
The soccer program will benefit in the long run from having a JV squad

again because this allows for 8th-10th grade players to play against
teams at their own level. This is more preferable than making the jump
from Junior High to Varsity, which had been the case for the past few
years.
At the Varsity level, the team went 7-4-2 this year with notable wins against Marshall, Southwest Minnesota

Christian, and Hutchinson. The team's co-MVPs were awarded to Mason Beekman, who had 100 saves as goalie,
and Simon Van Dyken, who netted 15 goals over the course of the season. Said Coach Buteyn, "I was extremely
pleased with the improvement that the team made over the course of the season. They played well as a team and
were committed to the scheme that we had designed for the abilities of our players. This resulted in a fantastic season
with some success."

VOLLEYBALL 
The 2017 Bluejay Volleyball team was led by seniors Ellie Greenwaldt (All-Camden Conference setter) and Mariah

Duininck (outside hitter). The Varsity team consisted of those two seniors, five juniors, five sophomores, two freshmen,
and one 8th grader. We are very proud of how the girls worked hard, challenged each other, and steadily improved

throughout the course of the season. It was a year of gaining experience
and growing as a team, and through it all God was glorified. Coach Jill
Haan challenged the team to exhibit the A-E-I-O-U vowels throughout
the season:
Assess (self-evaluation, learning the game)
Encourage (build one another up, stay positive)
Invest (building genuine relationships on and off the court)
Optimistic (playing through adversity, hopeful)
Unison (team-first, togetherness)

STEERING TEAM - Operates under the direction of the
CMCS School Board; oversees campaign procedures
and methods.
Lee Duininck (co-chair)
Bruce Hanson (co-chair)
Jeremy Duininck
Josh Lundeen
Larry Marcus
Mike Mulder
Tricia Nelson (Capital Campaign Coordinator)
Jason Schwitters
Ben Taatjes
Pete Van Der Puy

GIFTS TEAM - Identifies methods to financially engage
donors with the project; establishes timelines to
achieve goals within fundraising phases of the
campaign. 
Mike Mulder (co-chair)
Ben Taatjes (co-chair)
Todd Ahrenholz
Darrin Brouwer
Josh Lundeen
Tricia Nelson

PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM - Creates informational 
tools to increase the paths of campaign 
communication with constituents.
Tricia Nelson (chair)
Ben Donner
Ryan Moorlag

DESIGN TEAM – Works with the general
contractor and architect to formulate a project
design based on input from staff, constituents,
and steering team.
Jeremy Duininck (chair)
Lee Duininck
Bruce Hanson
Macy Hanson
Laura Joustra
Pete Van Der Puy

SPIRITUAL EMPHASIS TEAM – Provides
guidance of prayer support and encouragement
for all aspects of the campaign and building
project.
Jason Schwitters (chair)
Mary Ahrenholz
Lenae Bulthuis
Bryan DeGroot
Garrett Hovland
Larry Van Otterloo

For request of a personal visit
or with further questions,
please contact us!
Capital Campaign Coordinator
Tricia Nelson (763) 226-5141
buildcmcs@gmail.com



Tedd Ahrenholz
Parents: Todd and Nici Ahrenholz
Pursuing Finance
University of Minnesota Twin Cities, Carlson School of Management

Megan Ammermann
Parents: Jonathan (‘90) and Jodi (Ahrenholz ‘91) Ammermann
Pursuing Communications/Public Relations or Business 
Dordt College

Ethan Brouwer
Parents: Jeff and Angie (Schwitters ‘94) Brouwer
Pursuing Business Finance
Dordt College

Kendra Brouwer
Parents: Dave (‘84) and Jill (Van Eps ‘84) Brouwer
Pursuing Elementary Education and Special Education
Dordt College

Matt De Boer
Parents: Mark('87) and Amy De Boer
Pursuing Statistics
University of Minnesota, Morris

Elizabeth Gardner
Parents: Steve and Molly Gardner
Pursuing Track and Cross Country
University of Redlands

Damon Groen
Parents: Randy (‘88) and Christy Groen
Pursuing Worship Arts
Dordt College

Maddie Jarveis
Parents: Jason and the late Lisa (Ryks ‘89) Jarveis
Pursuing Early Education
Ridgewater College

Tori Orred
Parents: Rick and Shannon (Duininck ‘85) Orred
Pursuing Nursing
Bethel University

Savanna Peterson
Parents: Van and Joy Peterson
Attending SDSU

Ashley Roelofs
Parents: Lanne (‘87) and Lori (Wubben ‘90) Roelofs
Pursuing Early Childhood Care
Ridgewater College

Jaxon Schwitters
Parents: Lenny and Michelle Schwitters
Pursuing Chemistry/Pharmacy
Bethel University

Logan TeBrake
Parents: Jay and Kris TeBrake
Pursuing Network Administration
Ridgewater College

McKayla Ulferts
Parents: Joe (‘88) and Wendy Ulferts
Pursuing Nursing
Bethel University

McKenna Ulferts
Parents: Joe (‘88) and Wendy Ulferts
Pursuing Nursing
Bethel University

Matthew Van Eps
Parents: Ryan (‘92) and Stephanie (De Groot ‘90) Van Eps
Pursuing Engineering
Dordt College

Kennedy Brouwer
Parents: Jason and Kim (De Ronde ‘95)
Pursuing Pre-Vet or Psychology
Liberty University

Katie Brown
Parents: Jeff and Sheryl (Groen ‘89) Brown
Working Youth Ministry Internship at Epik

Daniel Choi
Parents: Seungkeun and Jungyun Choi
Pursuing Biology
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Cassandra Daugherty
Parents: David and Andrea Daugherty
Pursuing Accounting
Alexandria Technical College

Julien Victor
Parents: Dominique Julien and Claudette Lindor
Pursuing Nursing
Dordt College

Austin Marcus
Parents: Jeremy (‘95) and Rachel Marcus; Scott and Lynn Tomes
Pursuing Kinesiology
Mankato State University

Emma Meyer
Parents: Troy (‘91) and Deb Meyer
Pursuing Early Childhood Education
Dordt College

Hannah Nelson
Parents: Brad and Tricia Nelson
Pursuing Elementary Education
Dordt College

Kalley Schwitters
Parents: Jason (‘89) and Stacy (Groen ‘90) Schwitters
Pursuing Elementary Education
University of Northwestern, St. Paul

Bailey Scott
Parents: Jamie (‘91) and Wendy Swart
Pursuing Elementary Education or Psychology
Minnesota State University, Moorhead

Tanner Stoel
Parents: Bob and Shannon Stoel
Pursuing Sports Management
Crown College

Carlie Swart
Parents: Greg and Merri-Sue (Link ‘88) Verner; 
the late Leslie Swart
Pursuing Business Administration and Graphic Design
University of Sioux Falls

Hannah Vanderhooft
Parents: Jeff and Tammy Vanderhooft
Traveling with CTI Music Ministries, then pursuing History
Calvin College

Aaron Zwart
Parents: Steve and Angela Zwart
Pursuing Pro Tech Program - Ag
Dordt College

Mariah Zwart
Parents: Jerry Zwart; Travis and Jessica Odegard
Pursuing Child Development
Minnesota West Technical and Community College

2017

Congratulations to these 2017Graduates! May God lead you in future endeavors!

Valedictorian – McKenna Ulferts
Salutatorian – Savanna Peterson

Class Flower: Sunflower
Class Colors: Gold and Maroon

Class Verse: Proverbs 16:3

(Parents of graduates that are Central Alumni are 
noted by the year indicated behind their name.)


